Pudd’nhead Wilson and Other Tales

By Mark Twain, R. D. Gooder

Oxford University Press. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, Pudd’nhead Wilson and Other Tales, Mark Twain, R. D. Gooder, Pudd’nhead Wilson (1894) was Mark Twain’s last serious work of fiction, and perhaps the only real novel that he ever produced. Written in a more sombre vein than his other Mississippi writings, the novel reveals the sinister forces that Mark Twain felt to be threatening the American dream. In spite of a plot which includes child swapping, palmistry, and a pair of Italian twins, this astringent work also raises the serious issue of racial differences. This volume also includes two other late works ‘Those Extraordinary Twins’ and ‘The Man that Corrupted Hadleyburg’. ABOUT THE SERIES: For over 100 years Oxford World’s Classics has made available the widest range of literature from around the globe. Each affordable volume reflects Oxford’s commitment to scholarship, providing the most accurate text plus a wealth of other valuable features, including expert introductions by leading authorities, helpful notes to clarify the text, up-to-date bibliographies for further study, and much more.

Reviews

A new electronic book with an all new standpoint. It usually fails to charge too much. Its been printed in an exceedingly basic way in fact it is simply following i finished reading this book through which basically altered me, affect the way in my opinion.

-- Dr. Amie Bogisich

Merely no phrases to spell out. I actually have read through and i am certain that i will gonna study once again again later on. You wont truly feel monotony at at any time of your time (that's what catalogues are for about should you check with me).

-- Jaiden Konopelski
Klara the Cow Who Knows How to Bow (Fun Rhyming Picture Book/Bedtime Story with Farm Animals about Friendships, Being Special and Loved. Ages 2-8) (Friendship Series Book 1)

Createspace, United States, 2015. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Apoorva Dingar (illustrator). Large Print. 214 x 149 mm. Language: English. Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****. Klara is a little different from the other cows, because she has a very special...

It's Just a Date: How to Get 'em, How to Read 'em, and How to Rock 'em

HarperCollins Publishers. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, It's Just a Date: How to Get 'em, How to Read 'em, and How to Rock 'em, Greg Behrendt, Amiira Ruotola-Behrendt, A fabulous new guide to dating co-authored by Greg Behrendt, former writer on...

Six Steps to Inclusive Preschool Curriculum: A UDL-Based Framework for Children's School Success


Unplug Your Kids: A Parent's Guide to Raising Happy, Active and Well-Adjusted Children in the Digital Age


A Dog of Flanders: Unabridged; In Easy-to-Read Type (Dover Children’s Thrift Classics)


The Queen's Sorrow: A Novel

William Morrow Paperbacks. PAPERBACK. Book Condition: New. 006170427X 12+ Year Old paperback book-Never Read-may have light shelf or handling wear-has a price sticker or price written inside front or back cover-publishers mark-Good Copy- I ship FAST with FREE tracking!!!! * I am...
Get books you want. The Tragedy of Pudd'nhead Wilson/Those Extraordinary Twins. 1997 · 3.95·3,639 Ratings · 512 Pages. by Mark Twain · David Lionel Smith · Sherley Anne Williams. Add to Wishlist Every block of stone has a statue inside it and it is the task of the sculptor to discover it. Michelangelo. Authors' Books. Irreverent, charming, eminently quotable, this handbook—an eccentric etiquette guide for the human race—contains sixty-nine aphorisms, anecdotes, whimsical suggestions, maxims, and cautionary tales from Mark Twain's private and published writings. It. The Autobiography of Mark Twain. Instead, our system considers things like how recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It also analyses reviews to verify trustworthiness. Review this product. Share your thoughts with other customers. Write a customer review. Most helpful customer reviews on Amazon.com. Amazon.com: 4.2 out of 5 stars 4 reviews. M.G. 5.0 out of 5 stars Great story!!! 25 February 2017 - Published on Amazon.com. Pudd'nhead Wilson study guide contains a biography of Mark Twain, literature essays, a complete e-text, quiz questions, major themes, characters, and a full summary and analysis. This initial version included such other characters as Aunt Patsy Cooper, Aunt Betsy Hale, two boys, and Rowena. But as Twain continued writing, "the tale kept spreading along" and new characters "got to intruding themselves and taking up more and more room with their talk and their affairs." Two characters, Pudd'nhead Wilson and Roxanna, proved particularly disruptive to this original manuscript. Moreover, these two pushed yet another intruding character, Tom Driscoll, to the forefront of the novel. Twain now found himself with two stories uncomfortably meshed together.